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Better Pilot: The Devil in the Details

Perhaps one of the many advantages to building your own aircraft is ... built the airplane up from rivet one, so who could possibly .... Leesburg Executive ... Spotting a frayed control cable is often difficult; feeling for snags can be more effective. 
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erhaps one of the many advantages to building your own aircraft is the ability—and the authority—to perform your own maintenance. After all, you’ve built the airplane up from rivet one, so who could possibly know it better, or be better prepared to look after it? The other side of that coin is that builders/owners/pilots don’t always avail themselves of the safety net provided by a second pair of objective eyes scrutinizing their aircraft during the building process, or on a regular basis following maintenance. As the saying goes, the devil is in the details, and those details can be your undoing if left unnoticed. An in-flight failure might leave you up in the air, so to speak, but not for long. As the following accidents suggest, you must exercise due diligence when it comes to building any aircraft, sure, but also after maintenance.
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Poor Cooling Perhaps a more subtle problem was the undoing of the pilot of an amateur-built Classic Aircraft Corp. S-51D. It was the second flight of the day, and shortly after takeoff from Tamarac, Florida, the pilot radioed the control tower that he was having a problem raising the landing gear and wanted to return to the airport. Shortly thereafter, he announced that he had lost engine power. Radio and radar contact was lost, and the wreckage was later found in an area of heavy brush. Sadly, the pilot was killed in the crash. According to the NTSB report, the malfunctioning landing gear blocked the radiator scoop on the aircraft’s belly, causing an increase in fuel temperature, and eventually vapor locking the engine. The secondary cause was determined to be failure of the pilot to maintain flying speed, with a resulting stall/mush into the ground.



The pilot’s own post-accident investigation revealed that the fuel line adjacent to the seat had crushed between the seat and the frame.



A Velocity XLFG departed Sebastian, Florida, on a February afternoon on its first test flight. As the aircraft climbed through 2,000 feet and accelerated through about 135 knots, the left winglet began to flutter. According to the pilot’s report to the investigator, application of left rudder lessened the flutter condition, while application of right rudder worsened the problem. The pilot made an emergency landing in a field near the airport, but the aircraft subsequently nosed in and flipped over on its back, injuring the pilot, and sustaining substantial damage itself. The investigation revealed some serious errors in the construction of the composite structure of both wings. The winglet rudders in this design operate independently, with rudder application forcing the corresponding rudder to deflect outward, causing drag that generates a yawing moment. When rudder pressure is released, the relative wind restores the rudder to its neutral position. A slight outward bend in the trailing edge of each rudder assists in 82



pressing the rudder against its neutral position stop, maintains tension on the control cable, and prevents flutter. According to the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) report, both rudders of the accident aircraft had a slight inward bend, which tended to deflect the rudders without application of the rudder pedal, causing slack in the cables and allowing the rudders to flutter. In addition, the investigation revealed flaws in the techniques for bonding the fiberglass to metal structures.



Crushed Fuel Line We all know that fuel system problems are a major cause of engine failures, and such problems are a common cause of accidents. Such was the case for an amateur-built Avid Bandit on a summer morning flight that departed a private airstrip in Brooksville, Mississippi. About 10 minutes into the flight, the engine suddenly



ceased operation, and attempts to restart in the air were unsuccessful. The pilot made a forced landing in an open area surrounded by heavily timbered terrain. On rollout, the right main gear struck a stump, ﬂipping the aircraft over and causing substantial damage to the vertical stabilizer. Fortunately, the pilot was uninjured. The FAA investigation determined the aircraft did in fact have fuel at the time of the accident, as evidenced by fuel-soaked ground beneath the fuel tank. The pilot’s own post-accident investigation revealed that the fuel line adjacent to the seat had crushed between the seat and the frame, causing a ﬂow restriction that led to the engine failure.
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Custom instrument panels that you install LANCAIR, RV, GLASTAR, VELOCITY, SEAWIND, and many more. ask about all electric panels and pre-wired avionics.



Plug it in and fly!
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Lancair IVP



•



Custom-designed and precisely crafted to your specific needs



•



Pre-wired, tested, clearly labeled for fast, easy installation



•



Delivered fully assembled, ready to mount



•



The craftsmanship you’d strive for if you had the time and tools to do it yourself!
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Go here now for more information:



An oil drain plug without safety wire is asking for an oil leak, at best, and possibly even a power plant failure.
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Drain Plug Not Wired Even if you don’t build or maintain your own aircraft, it pays to do a thorough preﬂight inspection, especially following maintenance procedures. Although a pilot might easily overlook a discrepancy such as a missing lock wire, many a wary pilot has spotted such trouble in the making. In the following report, it seems a thorough preﬂight might have revealed the problem and prevented the accident. The situation unfolded as the pilot of a Cessna 172RG simultaneously heard a loud bang and saw a streak of oil spray across the windshield while climbing out after departure from Blanchard, Idaho. According to the NTSB report, smoke began pouring into the cockpit a few seconds later. The pilot shut down the engine and made a forced landing in rough, deeply furrowed terrain. Poor maintenance appears to be the culprit in this accident. Unbe-
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On the web: www.avionikits.com Toll-free: (888)833-KITS Local Virginia: (703) 669-2669 Email: [email protected]



Leesburg Executive Airport 1005 Sycolin Rd. Leesburg, VA 20175
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better pilot



Answer: Yes you do!* * Question: Do I need one of these? Find out why at:



www.ellison-tbi.com



Carburetors You Can Bank On!



Control Cable Failure Unfortunately, poor workmanship can cause trouble to arise seemingly out of thin air. So learned the pilot of a Champion 7KCAB ﬂying near Ragley, Louisiana. The pilot reported that about 15 minutes into a pleasure ﬂight, he was making a shallow descending turn to the left when “the stick suddenly snapped back with no pressure on it.” The nose dropped, and the pilot responded with elevator trim to restore the airplane to level ﬂight. The pilot maneuvered the aircraft back to his private airstrip and attempted a landing with only elevator trim to control pitch. On short ﬁnal for the ﬁrst attempt, he was unable to make a steep enough descent, so he made a go-around and attempted the maneuver a second time. This time he set up a shallow approach, which progressed nicely until about 75 to 100 feet above the ground when he encountered turbulence. The airplane impacted the ground hard enough to cause the left main gear to collapse, and then skidded to a stop. The commercial-rated pilot received serious injuries as a result of the impact. A post-accident investigation determined the elevator control cable had
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Ellison Fluid Systems Inc. • 350 Airport Way • Renton, WA 98055 • 425-271-3220



known to the pilot, a missing safety wire allowed the hex head that retains the propeller governor idler gear shaft to part company with the engine. An improperly secured propeller governor idler gear shaft set screw allowed the shaft to slide out and disappear, leaving another exit path for pressurized engine oil. As the oil drained away, the engine overheated and ﬁnally failed.



Spotting a frayed control cable is often difficult; feeling for snags can be more effective.
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separated from its Nicopress ﬁtting. The cable was a new one that had been fabricated by an aircraft maintenance facility and installed in the aircraft the prior month by the pilot with the assistance of an airframe and powerplant mechanic. Subsequently, the aircraft had undergone an annual inspection by that same A&P mechanic, and had been ﬂown only once prior to the accident ﬂight.



More Cable Woes Finally, there was the ﬂight of a kit-built amphibious Rebel, which suffered a control cable failure while on an instructional ﬂight. According to the NTSB report, the ﬂight departed Libby, Montana, about 4 p.m. and was on a descent for a water landing when the airplane began turning to the left. The instructor took control of the airplane at an altitude of about 20 feet above the water, and tried to correct with right rudder. The rudder was unresponsive, and the plane touched down with about a 15-degree yaw and left wing low. It spun around 180 degrees from its original direction of travel and heeled 30 to 40 degrees to the right with the right wing in the water before ﬁnally righting itself again. An investigation by the instructor—who is also an A&P mechanic and builder of the aircraft—found the right rudder control cable had separated at a Nicopress ﬁtting. As the report notes, the control cables had been assembled by the kit manufacturer. It is unknown whether the control cable in question had been inspected prior to or after the assembly of the aircraft, or if a visual inspection would have revealed a problem. However, the incident serves as a reminder of the need to pay particular attention to the condition of control cables, even new ones. When it comes to building, maintaining, and inspecting an airplane, there is simply no safe alternative to “doing it right.” As these reports have illustrated, seemingly minor details have a nasty way of boiling up into serious trouble in the air. Only by putting forth your best efforts in the building, maintaining, and inspecting processes can you avoid the more serious downfalls, and improve your safety in the air. EAA Sport Aviation
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Better Pilot: The Right Stuff? 
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